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Requires a cable provider to enter this article about the 29th episode of the attack on the anime Titan. For the manga chapter with the same name, see Soldier (Chapter). Season Episode 2 4 29 ◄ Previous Next Southwest Story I have no right to tell you how to live your life. So really, it's nothing more than my hope.... I want you... to live a life that you're
proud of. - Imir makes a request to Krista Soldier (兵⼠ Heishi?) is the 4th episode of Season 2 and the 29th episode of the whole attack on Titan anime, produced by Wit Studio and produced by I.G. Content Show Review in Utgard, Scouts deal with the Titans. Earlier, Rainer visits Imir and realizes that she can read an unknown letter. When the tower is
broken, the recruits are left to stop the Titans in advance. After a close call, they barricaded the door. Outside, scouts almost finish off the Titans, but Beast Titan starts throwing projectiles at them, and calls for reinforcements. Veteran Scouts die, leaving recruits defenseless and mourning their death. Then Imir jumps from the castle, turning into Titan.
Summary under the moonlight, two anomalous titans play-fight each other as the beast Titan climbs the wall of roses. Nanaba draws her blades next to the Scouts' head atop Utgard Castle, telling the recruits to stand aside as they put their ODM gear to good use. While the recruits are watching, the Scouts are jumping into battle. Scouts camping in the castle
Two hours ago, Nanaba and Gelgar team set up camp in Utgard as a horse resting and drinking. Henning notes that someone has been in the castle lately, and Lynn offers the possibility of thugs. Gelgar joins them with a bottle of alcohol, though he can't read the label. Gelgar says recruits rest as the best soldiers watch out, though little trouble is expected
from the Titans at night. Krista begins to wonder where the Titans came from if no breach was found in Wall Rose, and Gelgar tells her they will investigate the matter tomorrow. Krista and Henning note that Titan's activity was surprisingly low near the Wall, given the possibility of a violation. Imir asks Connie about his village, and he tells her that no one has
been found, but he believes they survived. Although all the houses were destroyed, there was no sign of blood or remains on the ruins. Connie begins to think aloud about Titan, which he found at the top of his house, believing that he strongly resembled his mother. Rainer begins to interrogate him until Imir laughs out loud, pointing out the absurdity of the
fact that his mother was Titan when he is so short. She jokes that his father must have been Titan, and in order for his parents to do so, and Connie loses his temper. Rainer is shocked Imir can read the writing on the can a few hours later, Rainer visits Imir as she searches through materials found in the ruins of the castle. Imir jokes that Rainer doesn't look
like such a person. women, and Rainer replies that Imir doesn't look like a woman interested in men. Imir informs him of his search for food, which may be their last meal. Rainer raises Connie's concerns and asks Imir to continue to joke about his worries to take his attention away from his missing family. Thinking a little about Rainer's request, she finds a can
of herring among the supplies and hands it to Rainer. He is surprised that she found canned food in such a place, but stops, realizing that he can not read the letter on the can. Rainer looks at Imir in shock, and she looks at him as she realizes her mistake. Before Rainer can ask any other questions, Lynn wakes the recruits to warn them of the difficult turn of
events. At the top of the castle, scouts spot hordes of titans inexplicably moving in the moonlight. Four officers jump into the titans with the blades drawn, and Gelgar cuts off his fingers from Titan, reaching for him. Nanaba strikes, telling Gelgar that the move is unnecessary, and just damaged his blades. Gelgar insists that this is his way of doing things and
demands that murder be considered a help. Nanaba amused his heroism. Downstairs, Lynn kills a smaller Titan, trying to crawl out from under the corpse of the felled Titan Nanaba, and she notices that the door has been knocked out. She maneuvers on top of the castle and warns the recruits of the breach, telling them to take whatever action is necessary to
barricade the Titans before they penetrate too deep into the tower. Recruits descend from the tower, and Rainer takes the lead as he rushes ahead of the others. Bertoldt tries to stop him by explaining to Connie that he has a bad habit of taking on the most dangerous jobs. Next, Rainer carefully opens the locked door to check the Titans' progress. Through
the door, he sees one has already made it up the stairs, and he is frantically blocking the door again. Titan starts knocking on the door as Rainer calls for help, and he begins to wonder if his death is near as Titan's hand punches through the door. He remembers a time five years ago when he and Bertholdt ran away from the Titans, and Rainer was almost
caught. A friend pushed him aside and was caught by Titan being eaten alive, as Rainer and Bertholdt could do nothing to help him. Rainer departs at the last second as Bertholdt comes to his side with a pitchfork, stabbing Titan in the face to hold him. As they hold Titan back together, Rainer reminds Bertholdt that they will soon be back in their hometown.
Recruits find the gun further up the ladder, other recruits arrive with a gun, but without gunpowder or cannonballs. They push the gun down the stairs, sending it rolling to the door until it crashes into Titan as Rainer and Berthold jump to the side. The Titans are still under the gun, but the recruits were left with only a small knife in Connie's possession. Rainer
tells him not to use it Titanium, with the risk of injury is still too great. Krista offers to retreat upstairs, but another Titan climbs over the gun and approaches Connie. Rainer pushes Connie away from Connie's titanium lunge, but Rainer manages to push him out of the way in time. The titan instead bites down into Rainer's arm, his grip too strong to break out.
Rainer takes Titan and lifts him over his head, making his way to the window to jump out. Connie comes to his side, using a knife to cut off Titan's jaw in order for Rainer to break free. When Titan's bite weakens, Rainer retreats when Imir kicks Titan out of the window. Recruits begin to barricade the door properly as Krista uses Gelgar's alcohol to treat his
injury. Without bandages to cover Rainer's wound, Krista rips off part of her skirt to treat the bite, causing Rainer to be somewhat aroused. She apologises for the lack of proper treatment, but Rainer insists she helps. In his opinion, he insists that he should marry her. Imir tells Krista that her finger was hurt in the fight, but Connie tells her to spit on him. He
apologizes to Rainer for being in danger, and notes that both he and Annie had to save their lives in the past, saying that he should repay him someday. Recalling the day his friend saved his life, Rainer tells him that he was just doing the right thing as a soldier. Connie asks Berthold if Rainer has always been so selfless, but Bertoldt says that in the past
Rainer was more of a warrior, leaving Rainer a little confused. The bodies of Lynn and Henning Imir look outside and see that scouts have killed a lot of titans at the same time. Nanaba and Gelgar catch their breath on the tower as Lynn heads to the top to check on the recruits, but the sudden whistling sound catches their attention. Suddenly the blow hits the
stable, leaving all the horses dead. A second sound is soon heard, and the boulder hits the top of Utgard Castle, killing Lynn and Henning instantly. Recruits join Nanab and Gelgar at the top of the tower, and Connie realizes that the Beast's Titan is responsible for their death. As he looks down from the tower, he notices dozens more titans approaching.
Nanaba notes that the attack seems too strategic for a normal titanium attack, and that someone has been playing with them from the start. From the top of the Wall of the Rose, the Beast of Titan roars into Utgard Castle before going down to the other side of the wall. Gelgar and Nanaba Death Nanaba and Gelgar are doing their best to fight the new hordes
of titans as their gas and blades run out, and Gelgar notes that the structural integrity of the tower is taking on losses. They study their remaining equipment: Gelgar is made of gas and blades, and Nanaba is on her last pair of blades with a small amount of gas left. Gelgar prepares to die, seriously injuring his head and quickly losing blood. He regrets not
having drunk before his death, and allows himself Nanaba Nanaba The titanium that catches it, but its blades are destroyed, and its gas is empty. Titan spots Gelgar As Gelgar falls into a hole in the tower wall, Nanaba is surrounded by approaching titans. Inside the tower, Gelgar finds his bottle of alcohol and opens it for the last drink. When he holds it over
his mouth, only a few drops hit his chin. He regrets his cruel luck, while Titan grabs him, and he screams in anguish, demanding to know who drank the whole bottle. His head hits the wall as he is pulled out, knocking him unconscious. Recruits helplessly watch from the castle, as their commanders are caught. Krista throws stones at the titans until Imir stops
her, warning her that she may fall from the tower. Below, Gelgar is eaten by Titan as the horde fights for Nanaba, who has lost a leg. Delirious and horrified, Nanaba calls out to her father to stop hurting her until her screams are swallowed by Titan. Connie begins to despair as their future looks bleak, and Krista expresses her desire to fight to the death. Imir
turns into Titan andmir scolds Krista, seeing that she wants to use the death of her superiors as an excuse for herself to die as a hero. Imir walks up to Connie, asking for his knife. She tells him she wants to fight, though she's not sure what she's planning to do. Imir returns to Christa, asking her to remember the promise they made to each other during
training a few years ago. Imir says that while she has no right to tell Christa how to live, she wants her to live her life with pride. Connie's knife in hand, Imir runs from the tower and jumps into the horde of titans. She takes the blade to the palm of her hand and cuts, causing the power of the titans and turning into its titanium shape. Characters in the order of
appearance
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